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My hair journey this year 
By Yalda Golsharifi

Most of you guys know that I’ve tried out so many different hairstyles and I love changing
up my look every now and then. Having the same hairstyle everyday can get really boring
and repetitive. I think a cool hairstyle can really transform any look and make you look

more put together. There are so many looks you can try out without having to damage your hair
with dye. Here are some of my favorites!

1. A fresh new cut

Getting a new haircut always makes me feel so much better and more confident; it’s like having a fresh start. Cutting my hair
super short was so spontaneous because I’ve always had long hair for as long as I can remember, but I really loved rocking the
short hair. It was such a nice change for me.  

2- The perfect blow out

Going to the salon and getting a blow-
dry is one of my favorite pick me ups.
Whenever my hair is looking dull and
flat, I love adding some volume and
life to my hair with a quick blow dry. 

3- Extensions 

It’s easy to get bored with the length of your
hair which is why I love switching  up my
look with clip in extensions. This time I went
for the super long Naomi Campbell look
which I’m loving right now! There are so
many ways I can style it and its such a
change from my shoulder length hair that
I’m used to. 

4- Messy up do

For the days where I'm in a rush or
running late, throwing my hair up into
a messy bun is the fastest way to get
my hair out of my face while still look-
ing stylish and chic. 

5- Braids

Braids are the perfect solution to when you're having a bad hair day. With my busy schedule, long days, and trying to
fit in workouts whenever I can, putting my hair into braids is the best way to keep my hair from looking like a complete
disaster by the end of the day. 

6- Hair accessories

You can turn any basic hair do into a
statement by adding some hair
accessories. We love experimenting
with different kinds of accessories
like hair threads and jewels in our
salon and we've been really having
fun with this trend. 

Man faces court for slashing
Gainsborough painting

Aman suspected of slashing an 18th century painting at
Britain's National Gallery which featured in a James
Bond film is due to appear in court yesterday. Keith

Gregory, 63, was arrested on Saturday after allegedly damag-
ing Thomas Gainsborough's painting "The Morning Walk" in
the prestigious London museum. The gallery said in a state-
ment that the attacker had used a "sharp instrument". "The
damage is limited to two long scratches which have penetrat-
ed the paint layers but not the supporting canvas," the state-
ment said. "A man was quickly detained by gallery assistants
with the help of some visitors. He was arrested by the
Metropolitan Police," it added.

The east wing of the gallery, where the permanent exhibi-
tion of British paintings is housed, was evacuated and closed
for two hours. "The Morning Walk" depicts a young couple
walking through a woodland landscape and was completed in
1785, shortly before the young lovers were married. It could
be seen in the background in a scene in the 2012 Bond film
"Skyfall" starring Daniel Craig. Gregory was charged on
Sunday and remanded in custody. The painting has been
removed from the gallery to be assessed by restorers. — AFP

A handout picture released by The National
Gallery, London, yesterday shows the 1785 oil on
canvas painting by British artist Thomas
Gainsborough 1727 - 1788 entitled ‘Mr and Mrs
William Hallett (“The Morning Walk”)’. — AFP

Innovation
Tissot has years of experience in producing high-preci-
sion and ultra-reliable mechanical watches, which has
earned it many prizes in the international chronometry
competition. Time doesn't change but the accuracy of its
calculation gets greater with new technologies. We have
gone from using hourglasses to heating the sand and
producing silicon balance springs for the beating heart
of the watch. The silicon properties make it more resist-
ant and consistent, allowing for a greater precision and
guaranteeing longevity, in this case introduced to an
already impressive Powermatic 80 movement, which
offers up to 80 hours of power reserve. Yet again, Tissot
revolutionises the watch industry in its price segment,
using a technology only seen in high-end watches. It
stays true to its motto of providing luxury at affordable
price with the Tisst Ballade.

Tradition
Although the collection is one of Tissot's classic pieces,

it has taken it to the next level by introducing this new
technology for the first time in the brand's history. In
terms of design, elegant ticks mean the Tissot Ballade has
a timeless style that will only increase its appeal through
the years. The smart silhouette of the timepiece and the
polished finishes, leaving a satiny effect, make it the per-
fect watch to go from day to night, completely effortless-
ly. Thoughtful details, including the Clous de Paris on the

bezel, which perfectly lines up with the efficient move-
ment, and a clear, readable dial, make this watch a pleas-
ure to wear. It's time to have it all!

Features
• Swiss Made 
• Automatic movement officially certified chronometer

(COSC)
• 316L stainless steel case with see-through caseback
• Scratch-resistant sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant up to a pressure of 5 bar (50 m / 165

ft)
• 316L solid stainless steel bracelet or leather strap with

butterfly clasp and push-buttons 
• Bicolour yellow-gold and rose-gold executions are

PVD coatings
• Dimensions: Gent 41mm - 39mm / Lady 32mm -

30.6mm

Tissot Ballade introduces 
the silicon balance spring
It's time to make technological precision accessible 

All new Limited Edition Roast
Costa Coffee, part of Al-Ghanim Industries Food and
Beverage portfolio, launched the first in the series of
Limited Edition Roasts, Old Paradise Street No.19, a
unique single origin coffee from Papua New Guinea
carefully chosen because of its clean fruity taste com-
bined with delicious caramel and nuts flavor. The Old
Paradise Street is a series of blend developed by Costa
Coffee for its range of Limited Edition Roasts that are
available in limited quantities for [RE7]customers look-
ing to try something different. The launch of the Old
Paradise No.19 roast is available at Costa Coffee stores
across Kuwait started yesterday and for a limited time. 

The single origin beans of the roast have been
brought to Kuwait via Costa Coffee's Roastery at Old
Paradise Street, London from where the roast takes its
name. Every bean is slow roasted under the meticulous
eye of Costa's Master Roaster, Gennaro Pelliccia, to
ensure nothing less than perfection in every batch. 

Costa Kuwait is glad to be presenting coffee lovers
with a new flavorful roast that will surely meet their
tastes in whatever way they like to have their coffee. At
Costa, we focus on providing quality and care in addi-
tion to exclusive tastes, ensuring our customers enjoy
every moment of their coffee experience with us.
Whether choosing the new roast in your favorite Costa

Coffee drink to give it a different and unique taste, or
intriguing your taste buds by swapping your usual cof-
fee choice, be sure to savor its irresistible new flavor.
Old Paradise Street roasts are only available for a limit-
ed time so don't miss the opportunity to try it before
it's gone.  

Costa's VIP and Loyal customers received a special
package delivered right to their doorstep, containing a
handmade perfume that captures the new roast dis-
tinct flavors. Costa is the UK's favorite coffee shop, hav-
ing been awarded "Best Branded Coffee Shop Chain in
the UK and Ireland" by Allegra Strategies for seven
years running since 2010.

Costa Coffee launches Old 
Paradise Street No.19


